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Abstract : The existence of dust acoustic solitary waves arc investigated on the non linear, unmagncii/cd homogeneous three-component dusty 
plasma whose components are inertial charged dust particles, Bolt/.inann distributed electrons and vortex like distributed ions The Sagdeev's 
pscudopoicntial technique is employed for this study Pseudopolcnlial is determined in teims of u ^ . the dust ion speed It is found that there exists a 
aitical value of w,,, , the value of at which () and beyond which the solitary waves cease to exist
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1. Introduction
There ha,s been a great deal o f interest in the study o f different 
types of collective processes in dusty plasma. It has importance 
in space and astro-physical plasma, laboratory and environment. 
The role o f dusty plasmas in cometary tails, asteroid zones, 
planetary ring, intcrsteller medium, earth’s ionosphere and 
magnetosphere has been studied by several authors [I*7|. It 
also plays a vital role in understanding different types o f new 
and interesting aspects in other fields like low temperature 
physics, radio frequency plasma discharge (8J, coating and 
etching of thin films f9], plasma cry.stal f 10,111 etc. The waves in 
L^ hsty plasma are studied in distinct modes like dust-acoustic 
mode (DA) [12-14J,dusl ion-acoustic mode (D IA ) [15,16], dust 
Berslain-Greene-Kniskal (D BG K) mode [17], dust lattice (DL)
. mode [18J, Shukla-Verma mode (19], dust-drift mode [20] etc, 
i Kecenily, a number o f theoretical studies o f D IA  soliton [21,22], 
;0A soliton [23, 24] and DL soliton |25| are done with low 
I frequency dust associated electrostatic and electromagnetic 
I 'vaves. The DIA solitary and shock waves and DI solitary waves 
|have also been investigated experimentally [13, 26]. To study
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soliton solution, most o f the authors how-ever used reductive 
perturbative technique (RPT) and obtained Korteweg-de-Vries 
(KdV )or KdV type equations [27-291.
A few years ago, Malfliet and Wieers (30) reviewed the 
studies on solitary waves and found that RPT is based on the 
smallness o f amplitude. So to study large amplitude solitary 
waves one has to employ some non perturbative techniques. 
Sagdeev’s pseudopotential technique [311 is one such 
techniques. More recently, Johnston and Epstein |32J derived 
the Sagdeev's potential in terms o f « , the ion-acoustic speed 
instead o f <(), the electric pcitential. They observed that a very 
.small change in initial conditions destroys the oscillatory 
behaviour o f the .solitary waves. Chatterjee and Das [33] 
observed the effect o f electron inertia on the critical value fex 
which the oscillatory behaviour o f the large amplitude solitary 
waves are destroyed. Maitra and Roychoudhury |34] also 
studied large amplitude, dust acoustic solitary waves by a similar 
analysis.
But the ion and electron distribution functions are 
significantly modified in the presence o f large amplitude solitary 
waves which are excited by the two-stream instability [35]. In
©20061ACS
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this context, one may consider a vortex-like distribution [36,37J 
for ions in plasma. Accordingly, here we consider the trapped or 
vortex like ion distribution // = /// + fu , where
fit ~
1
and fit =
V 2 F
1
for |v, I > 
for |v,| < ■J-2(/> .
(1)
(2)
The ion distribution function is continuous m velocity space 
and satisfies the regularity requirements for an admissible BGK 
solution (17). Here, the ion velocity in eqs. (1) and (2) is
normalized by the ion thermal speed Vj-, \ ct„ =T, /T„ , where 
is the free ion temperature and is the trapped ion temperature. 
Integrating the ion distributions over velocity space, we get ion 
number density as
for cr,, > 0 and
for < 0,
(3)
(4)
where
I'- (5)
^'dy. (6)
dy . (7)
erf {x ) = J ' e ~ d y  
■yjn
In this paper, our aim is to study the existence o f dust acoustic 
solitary waves by a similar analysis done in [24, 33] under the 
influence o f vortex like distributed ions [36, 37].
The organization o f the paper is as follows. In Section 2, 
basic equations are written for unmagnetized homogeneous, 
three-component dusty plasma. The governing second order 
ODE is derived. Condition for existence o f soliton solution and 
results are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 is kept for 
conclusion.
2. Basic equations
We consider a three-component dusty plasma system consisting 
o f extremely massive, micron sized, negatively charged, inertial 
dust grains, Boltzmann distributed electron and vortex-like ion 
distribution. Our analysis is based on the continuity and
momentum fluid equation for ions, electrons and Poissor 
equation which are given below. The basic equations are
dn^ ,
i9t etc dx
dx-
where we take
= -n ,  + «,.
H, = e ^ e rfcy f^  +  —  e """*crf
and
= Moe
Here, is the ion number density normalized by n is tl 
electron number density normalized by and is I he Ju 
particle number density normalized by n^y is the dust tin 
ve loc ity  norm alized by the dust acoustic spec 
C j = ( Z ^ 7 J , with 7’ being the ion temperature, 
the mass o f negatively charged dust particulates; (/> is tl 
electrostatic potential normalized by 7^  /c , being the matinitm 
o f the electron change. The time and space variables aic m il
I
units o f the dust plasma period — (^ 4/r
the Debye length ^ ( t,/4/iZ^fn^f^e-)- , respectively //-
1 P
and cx are defined as = - — — T.' r  ~
" I “  /7 1 -- /y
and a-T jT^,  . is the electron temperature in units i 
Boltzmann constant.
In order to investigate the properties o f the solitary w:n 
solutions o f equations (8)-(10), we assume that all depcndei 
variables depend on a single independent variable ^ = \ - 
where v is the solitary wave velocity. The variable  ^
special cot^rdinate system moving with the solitary wave vdocir
^  d d
i.e. the wave frame. By substitution
eqs. (8)-(10) reduce to 
dn
dx
^  A ^—r and —  = -r--: 
d^ dt
d4
.rf , d{n^ug) ^
da. d\!>du^
d^ <t>
“7 ^  = ^ d - n t + n ^
(13
(!4
(ll’
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To solve the above set of equations, the following boundary 
dip
conditions are used : > 0 , 1 ,  u^
L^l •
V-M,/ (16)
get
Therefore after some calculations, we get
1
f
2(0
Using the last three eqs. (16-18) in eq. (15), we get
d^ u  ^ _ d\!/{u )^
df~ Arf
where
and
V'd(u^) = vu -^
V',(Mrf) =
1
erfc vu,i ~
2 ^
VU^
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
Expanding erfsnd erfc functions and neglecting much higher 
order terms Q(^^), eq. (18) can be written as
Wr, { « )  = -//, l+ v «r f- i|
4(1-rr,,)
vua 4 J
-vu  ^+ -
Integrating eq. (13) and using the boundary conditions given 
above, we get
16 (1 -< 7 ,7  )
losV^T
8(1-or,;)
isV^ I
Y
-VU,I + -
r»,; +
24
(24)
Again from eq. (14) and using the boundary conditions, we
Hence, i//{u) and d^u/d^^ can be obtained up to O{0‘^ ) 
from eqs. (19-24). One can also write
w r (25)
3. Soliton solution, results and discussion
To find the region of existence of solitary waves, one has to 
study the nature of the functions y/{Uff) and 0|(w,/) defined 
by
du,i (26)
For solitary wave (see Refs. |32-34|, ,^(W//) will have two 
roots, one being at u^  =0 and other at some point 
(> 0). Also (//^ ) should be positive on the interval 
(0, M^/,) and negative on where is obtained
from the nonzero root t)f ^^ /(«,/)• To get the shape of the
travelling solitary wave one has to solve <p^ (Ufi) = u'J 
numerically with suitable boundary condition.
F'igure 1 shows the plot of (w,/) vs u^  for = 1.08. Other 
parameters are cx =0.05, /3 =0.05, cr,t = 1; and therefore, P q 
= 0.05263 and Mi = 1.05263. It is seen that ) crosses the
0 4
Figure 1. The plot of iffiua) vs for v =: 1.1. Other parameters arc a 
= 0.05, M = 0.05, cr„ «  1; and therefore, Pq = 0.05263 and //, = 1.05263. 
(Read W in place of y and ^ in place of x in all figures).
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axis at = 0.324728. Hence, the amplitude o f the
solitary wave for this set o f parameters will be 0.324728.
To get the shape o f the solitary wave, we have solved 
numerically u'/ =0 , («^/) with =0.324728, u'l =0  and Figure 
2 depicts the soliton solution plotted against ^ . Other
Figure 2. The .soliton solution plotted against ^ for =
0 324728 Other parameters are same as those in Figure 1
parameters are same as those in Figure 1. It is seen that = 
0.324728 is the critical value for u .^ For the soliton
solution ceases to exist and it is shown in Figure 3. In this 
figure, 14^  ^ is taken as 0.324729 (all the other parameters are same
Figure 3. The soliton solution plotted against ^ for =
0.324729. Other parameters arc same as those in Figure I.
as those in Figure 1). Hence, it is seen that a small change o f 
value o f can destroy the periodic behaviour o f the solitary 
wave. The divergent part o f the wave for the negative value o f
r(M<y)
Figure 4. The plot of iffiuj) v.v for ~ 1 and 0.9. Other parameters 
are same as those in Figure 1.
14can not be shown because o f the presence o f the square runt 
o f in the differential equation. In Figure 4, ) is plotted
against w^ f^or different values o f , viz. (T,t =1 , 9. It is seeii 
that the amplitude o f the solitary waves increases with 
decrease o f rr,, . Hence, it is seen that rr,, plays a signiiicunt 
role in forming and breaking the solitary waves in plasma.
4. Conclusion
The pseudopotcntial method is employed to study the speed 
and shape o f the dust acoustic solitary waves in a thice 
component dusty plasmas. Vortex-like ion distribution is 
considered for ions and Boltzmann distribution is considcicd 
for electrons. Sagdeev's potential is obtained in terms o f t h e  
dust fluid velocity. It is seen that there exists a critical value ot 
at which — 0 , beyond which the soliton solution would 
not exist. This technique can be extended to the study of the 
existence o f the dust acoustic solitary waves with charge 
fluctuation, non-thermal distribution o f electrons etc. Work is m 
progress in these directions.
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